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8 Appendix A: Figures of analyzing pile foundation of Al Ahsa Holiday Inn Hotel

8.1 Figures of analyzing pile groups and piled raft

8.1.1 Pile cap 1

Figure 8.1 Pile cap 1 with finite element mesh and dimensions
8.1.1.1 Linear analysis with soil contact

Figure 8.2 Settlement $s$ (Pile cap 1, linear analysis with soil contact)

Figure 8.3 Contact pressure $q$ (Pile cap 1, linear analysis with soil contact)
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**Figure 8.4** Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 1, linear analysis with soil contact)

**Figure 8.5** Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 1, linear analysis with soil contact)
Figure 8.6  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (Pile cap 1, linear analysis with soil contact)
8.1.1.2 Nonlinear analysis with soil contact

Figure 8.7 Settlement $s$ (Pile cap 1, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)

Figure 8.8 Contact pressure $q$ (Pile cap 1, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
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**Figure 8.9**  Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 1, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)

**Figure 8.10**  Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 1, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
Figure 8.11 Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (Pile cap 1, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
8.1.1.3 Linear analysis without soil contact

Figure 8.12 Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 1, linear analysis without soil contact)

Figure 8.13 Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 1, linear analysis without soil contact)
Figure 8.14  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (Pile cap 1, linear analysis without soil contact)
8.1.1.4 Nonlinear analysis without soil contact

![Bending moment in x-direction](image1)

Figure 8.15  Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 1, nonlinear analysis without soil contact)

![Shear forces in x-direction](image2)

Figure 8.16  Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 1, nonlinear analysis without soil contact)
Figure 8.17  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (Pile cap 1, nonlinear analysis without soil contact)
8.1.1.5 Pile cap as a footing without piles

Figure 8.18 Settlement $s$ (Pile cap 1 as a footing without piles)

Figure 8.19 Contact pressure $q$ (Pile cap 1 as a footing without piles)
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### Figure 8.20

**Bending moment in x-direction** $m_x$ *(Pile cap 1 as a footing without piles)*

### Figure 8.21

**Shear forces in x-direction** $Q_x$ *(Pile cap 1 as a footing without piles)*
8.1.2 Pile cap 2

Figure 8.22  Pile cap 2 with finite element mesh and dimensions
8.1.2.1 Linear analysis with soil contact

Figure 8.23 Settlement $s$ (Pile cap 2, linear analysis with soil contact)
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**Figure 8.24** Contact pressure $q$ (Pile cap 2, linear analysis with soil contact)
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**Figure 8.25** Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 2, linear analysis with soil contact)
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**Figure 8.26** Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 2, linear analysis with soil contact)
Figure 8.27  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (Pile cap 2, linear analysis with soil contact)
8.1.2.2 Nonlinear analysis with soil contact

Figure 8.28  Settlement $s$ (Pile cap 2, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)

Figure 8.29  Contact pressure $q$ (Pile cap 2, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
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**Figure 8.30**  Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 2, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)

**Figure 8.31**  Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 2, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
Figure 8.32 Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (Pile cap 2, nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
8.1.2.3 **Linear analysis without soil contact**

![Figure 8.33](image-url) Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 2, linear analysis without soil contact)

![Figure 8.34](image-url) Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 2, linear analysis without soil contact)
Figure 8.35  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (Pile cap 2, linear analysis without soil contact)
8.1.2.4 Nonlinear analysis without soil contact

Figure 8.36  Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 2, nonlinear analysis without soil contact)

Figure 8.37  Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 2, nonlinear analysis without soil contact)
Figure 8.38  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (Pile cap 2, nonlinear analysis without soil contact)
8.1.2.5 *Pile cap as a footing without piles*

![Settlement](image1.png)

**Figure 8.39** Settlement $s$ (Pile cap 2 as a footing without piles)

![Contact pressure](image2.png)

**Figure 8.40** Contact pressure $q$ (Pile cap 2 as a footing without piles)
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**Figure 8.41** Bending moment in $x$-direction $m_x$ (Pile cap 2 as a footing without piles)

**Figure 8.42** Shear forces in $x$-direction $Q_x$ (Pile cap 2 as a footing without piles)
8.1.3 Figures of analyzing piled raft

Figure 8.43 Piled raft with finite element mesh and dimensions

\[ y = 14.40 \text{ [m]} \]

\[ B = 6.00 \text{ [m]} \]
8.1.3.1 Linear analysis with soil contact

Figure 8.44 Settlement $s$ (linear analysis with soil contact)

Figure 8.45 Contact pressure $q$ (linear analysis with soil contact)

Figure 8.46 Bending moment in $x$-direction $m_x$ (linear analysis with soil contact)
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**Figure 8.47**  Bending moment in y-direction $m_y$ (linear analysis with soil contact)

**Figure 8.48**  Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (linear analysis with soil contact)

**Figure 8.49**  Shear forces in y-direction $Q_y$ (linear analysis with soil contact)
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**Figure 8.50** Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (linear analysis with soil contact)
8.1.3.2 Nonlinear analysis with soil contact

Figure 8.51 Settlement $s$ (nonlinear analysis with soil contact)

Figure 8.52 Contact pressure $q$ (nonlinear analysis with soil contact)

Figure 8.53 Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
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- **Figure 8.54**  Bending moment in $y$-direction $m_y$ (nonlinear analysis with soil contact)

- **Figure 8.55**  Shear forces in $x$-direction $Q_x$ (nonlinear analysis with soil contact)

- **Figure 8.56**  Shear forces in $y$-direction $Q_y$ (nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
Figure 8.57  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (nonlinear analysis with soil contact)
8.1.3.3 Linear analysis without soil contact

Figure 8.58  Bending moment in x-direction \( m_x \) (linear analysis without soil contact)

Figure 8.59  Bending moment in y-direction \( m_y \) (linear analysis without soil contact)

Figure 8.60  Shear forces in x-direction \( Q_x \) (linear analysis without soil contact)
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Figure 8.61  Shear forces in y-direction $Q_y$ (linear analysis without soil contact)

Figure 8.62  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (linear analysis without soil contact)
8.1.3.4 **Nonlinear analysis without soil contact**

Figure 8.63  Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (nonlinear analysis without soil contact)

Figure 8.64  Bending moment in y-direction $m_y$ (nonlinear analysis without soil contact)

Figure 8.65  Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (nonlinear analysis without soil contact)
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Figure 8.66  Shear forces in y-direction $Q_y$ (nonlinear analysis without soil contact)

Figure 8.67  Pile force $P_p$ in [kN] (nonlinear analysis without soil contact)
8.1.3.5 Un-piled raft

![Figure 8.68 Settlement s (as raft without piles)](image1)

![Figure 8.69 Contact pressure q (as raft without piles)](image2)

![Figure 8.70 Bending moment in x-direction $m_x$ (as a raft without piles)](image3)
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**Figure 8.71**  Bending moment in y-direction $m_y$ (as a raft without piles)

**Figure 8.72**  Shear forces in x-direction $Q_x$ (as a raft without piles)

**Figure 8.73**  Shear forces in y-direction $Q_y$ (as a raft without piles)